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Log inLog in to use your bonuses

ApplyYou can use  bonuses

CancelYou will spend  bonuses

Total amount:  (ex. VAT)


?You will achieve  bonuses after purchase.
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We've sent you a letter. Check your email

E-Mail 



 
Cancel







Check your email to confirm registration.

Log In




E-Mail 
Can not be empty

Email address format is incorrect

Password 
Can not be empty

Illegal format. Use only latin chars and digits. Should be from 6 to 20 symbols

Confirm password 
Password not match

 I accept Terms and Privacy Policy



 
Cancel







Your account is not activated. We've sent you letter with activation link.
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Your account is blocked. If you want to find out why contact us.
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SPIRE 


ANALOG/DIGITAL SUPERIORITY 



BUY NOW



DOWNLOAD



LEARN MORE 


- Multi-device license

- Free plug-in updates

- Constant factory presets updates

- Fully functional demo version

- Educational discount
















PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND TRY DEMO BEFORE BUYING




SPIRE + SOUND BUNDLE 
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ADD TO CART


$259 
Exclude VAT





$289 








SPIRE ONLY 

INCLUDE 1000+ FACTORY SOUNDS ONLY



ADD TO CART



$189 
Exclude VAT





















This page offers fully functional demo with one limitation - noise every 30 seconds


You can activate Spire with a license key, available for purchase in our shop





Download SPIRE Ver 1.5.16


System requirements






macOS 10.15+ Intel/Apple M1


AU (195 Mb)
 VST2/VST3 (343 Mb)
 AAX (222 Mb)
 







Windows 64bit


VST2/VST3 (325 Mb)
 AAX (163 Mb)
 







Manual

Changelog

Other versions
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TRANCE ESSENTIALS VOL.3 


PRESETS, MIDI, CONSTRUCTION KITS 



LEARN MORE 



















OUR SOUNDS 
VIEW MORE
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SPIRE TRANCE ESSENTIALS VOL.3 



Reveal Sound 
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SPIRE TRANCE ESSENTIALS VOL.2 



Reveal Sound 
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SYNTHWAVE VOL.2 



Reveal Sound 
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SYNTHWAVE VOL.1 



Reveal Sound 
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INTO THE DEEP VOL.2 



Reveal Sound 
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SPIRE 90S DANCE ESSENTIALS 



Reveal Sound 
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TOTAL DRUM & COMPLEX FILLS BUNDLE 2 IN 1 



Reveal Sound 
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SYNTHWAVE VOL.2 


PRESETS, MIDI, CONSTRUCTION KITS 



LEARN MORE 
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This website uses cookies


We use cookies to personalise content and ads, to provide social media features and to analyse our traffic. We also share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and analytics partners who may combine it with other information that you’ve provided to them or that they’ve collected from your use of their services. You consent to our cookies if you continue to use our website.
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Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation and access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies.

	Name	Provider	Purpose	Expiry	Type
	PHPSESSID	reveal-sound.com	Preserves user session state across page requests.	Session	HTTP
	CART_SHOW	reveal-sound.com	Cart show/hide	Session	HTTP
	__cfduid	reveal-sound.com	Used by the content network, Cloudflare, to identify trusted web traffic.	1 year	HTTP
	
We use Youtube service to demonstrate our products.

	Name	Provider	Purpose	Expiry	Type
	GPS	youtube.com	Registers a unique ID on mobile devices to enable tracking based on geographical GPS location.	1 day	HTTP
	IDE	doubleclick.net	Used by Google DoubleClick to register and report the website user's actions after viewing or clicking one of the advertiser's ads with the purpose of measuring the efficacy of an ad and to present targeted ads to the user.	1 year	HTTP
	PREF	youtube.com	Registers a unique ID that is used by Google to keep statistics of how the visitor uses YouTube videos acr oss different websites.	8 months	HTTP
	test_cookie	doubleclick.net	Used to check if the user's browser supports cookies.	1 day	HTTP
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	youtube.com	Tries to estimate the users' bandwidth on pages with integrated YouTube videos.	179 days	HTTP
	YSC	youtube.com	Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user has seen.	Session	HTTP
	yt-remote-cast-installed	youtube.com	Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video	Session	HTML
	yt-remote-connected-devices	youtube.com	Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video	Persistent	HTML
	yt-remote-device-id	youtube.com	Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video	Persistent	HTML
	yt-remote-fast-check-period	youtube.com	Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video	Session	HTML
	yt-remote-session-app	youtube.com	Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video	Session	HTML
	yt-remote-session-name	youtube.com	Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video	Session	HTML
	
Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to display ads that are relevant and engaging for the individual user and thereby more valuable for publishers and third party advertisers.

	Name	Provider	Purpose	Expiry	Type
	collect	google-analytics.com	Used to send data to Google Analytics about the visitor's device and behavior. Tracks the visitor across devices and marketing channels.	Session	Pixel
	__utma	google.com	Creates persistent ID to track visitors across multiple visits.	2 years	Visitor
	__utmz	google.com	Identifies which traffic source brought the user to the site.	6 months	Campaign
	__utmb	google.com	Ties together all page views and actions within a visit.	30 minutes	Session





Cookies are small text files that can be used by websites to make a user's experience more efficient.

The law states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the operation of this site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission.

This site uses different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party services that appear on our pages.

You can at any time change or withdraw your consent from the Cookie Declaration on our website.

Learn more about who we are, how you can contact us and how we process personal data in our Privacy Policy.

Your consent applies to the following domains: www.reveal-sound.com, static.reveal-sound.com





	
We use the following services.

	Mailchimp widget
	Google Tag Manager
	Google Analytics





	
We use the following fonts.

	Google Fonts













